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All this has happened before

All this has happened before and is happening again By Shane Nolan

“The environmental move ment was basically hijacked by political and social activists,who came in
and very cleverly learned how to use green rhetoric and green language to cloak agendas that had
more to do with anti-corporatism,anti-globalisation, anti – business and very little to with science and
ecology..and that is when I left” – Patrick Moore founder and former president of Greenpeace

After finally realising my life long dream to get into college I began writing little tidbits and ideas that had
formed in my head over the past year of how my main interest in life, science could be used for the betterment
of mankind. This at least more noble rather than for being bastardized for the corruptible ideologies of
capitalism and communism throughout the cold war era and again when history repeated itself during the first
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decade of our current century with the politicization of this field allowing it to be essentially hijacked by both
democrats and republicans globally first with the “sexed up” Iraq WMD documents and then the global
warming debacle we had .So I did research and looked into new and emerging technologies that relieve the
worlds ills from poverty,environmental degradation etc.

Unfortunately as I had just enrolled in a four-year college course and my work suffered to the point that it had
to be abandoned altogether. So one idle weekend I was searching for videos on Richard Dawkins (by then I
had become interested in the creationism/intelligent design and evolution debate and happened across a video
called “The Truth about Religion” on you tube and was amazed at what a steaming pile of shit this was as I
was laughing out loud It wasn’t until an idle Saturday in February of 2009 that I watched the same video again
to disprove it my self that I found out it was from an internet conspiracy movie called “Zeitgeist”(which I
eventually watched in full…and laughed even more) and there was another more factual(I’m stretching the
word here) sequel called Addendum.

So after watching Addendum I was enamoured by the Zeitgeist Movements goal and Jacques Fresco since I
agreed(and still do) with on some,but not all of the views he had to present particularly on
education.Addendum was a relief that at least someone got the concept out.Due to this passion for all the
concepts of the movement I had long believed in I became one of those people who used every social
networking site,similarly themed videos on you tube and even yahoo answers to defend and “spread the
message” of the movie(Addendum only).I was treading that thin line between calm rationality and fanaticism
preparing arguments in my head with the adrenaline coursing through my veins .I introduced the idea to my
brother who had his own dreams of building his business(I didn’t show him any of the “material” as even I
laughed at all of the designs)and he just roared at me for about an hour about it being garbage and even when
I told him of the RBE Foundation (which I had joined by then) who were actually serious about this he then
laughed in front of my face and called all of us idiots.

By then I had become less fanatical but it finally hit me harder than a Pan Galactic gargleblaster that we’ve
already been here before:

Lets run down the list:
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1.Wideley released and award-winning movie waking people up to a major problem in the world…check

2.Use of the same debunked graphs and data and Powerpoint presentations….check

3.Capitalising on major social or environmental catastrophe…check

4.Prophesing social/environmental doom….check

5.Reuse of human/animal suffering to reiterate the point…check

6.Unquestioneable self appointed leaders with no qualifications on what they are talking about…check

7.Jet crossing all over the world on other peoples money from luxury standard home….check

8.Using said money to also fund “their research” …check

9.Prophet figure utilising their own company as the only solution through selling products and means of solving
the problem…check

10.Same automated emails and messages about being too busy with spreading the message to answer…check

11.Anti-capitalist, anti-corporate agendas….check

12.Hollywood movie about people looking back how “primitive” current society was…check

13.Saturate the market with new and innovative ways of “spreading the message”

14.Oscar win and Nobel peace prize from global awareness campaign …I sure hope not

The truth that most “movementarians” as I like to references The Zeitgeist Movement and all those involved
are pretty much spouting the same shit the environmentalist movement have been spouting since Rachel
Carson decided to carry out mass genocide in Africa and Al Gore replaced Patrick Swayze as Captain Planet.
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In fact most of them are pretty much from the same camps(you can move sheep from flock to flock that doesn’t
make any less sheep) and wont even admit the fact that they are doing the same mistakes all over again.

This is why most people and media outlets wont listen to them because they’ve had the same shit pushed down
their throats already and not because of their “conditioning” or they are “too into the system”. The reality is
that people have already been bitten and are hesitant to join or even consider a group that spouts the same
notions of activism and some of these “activists” are guilty of this and even brainwashing people into their cult
before they consider looking at anything critically [1].

Like most fields of study there are three types of people in the world of science: scientists who are experts in
their field and adhere to the stringent protocols of the peer review process and have credentials ,then you have
enthusiasts people who are not experts and have no credentials but where its more of a hobby and still are
aware of and respect the processes involved ,and then of course there is the bullshitter people who know
nothing about anything and show total disregard for the peer review processes, usually out for a buck.

The reality is that the Zeitgeist movies were made for a specific audience ,Jacque and Roxanne have succeeded
on grasping the blissful ignorance of the masses with effective teaming with a fellow bullshitter (and a good one
too). Unfortunately as usual genuine and well-meaning people are getting hooked into it and this is saddening
and like before to see them defending the fanatic and cultish members simply by being there and taking part
like any other fanatical activist groups makes it even more depressing. Essentially this hive mind is a mish-
mash of creationist and extremist environmentalist ideological nonsense drowning out any progress and reason
by making them feel guilty for having a life.

Former members and those working for the RBEF voiced serious concerns about transparency ,organisation
and the actual research needed for this to be done repeatedly attempted to get them sorted out and bring them
to the attention of the “three stooges” as I like to call them.Roxanne and Jacques cleverly skirted around these
issues in every interview they have(sound familiar) [2] ,the RBEF sorted them out (with a fraction of the
members and resources at their disposal I might add )and ended up being presented with the threat of legal
action and were unable to officially do anything due to pending legalisation. This is contrary to the fact that
Roxanne and Jacques even stated in interviews in which they would condone the implementation of an RBE by

http://web.archive.org/web/20110815012022/http://www.facebook.com/topic.php?uid=55303891744&topic=13177
http://web.archive.org/web/20110815012022/http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rLCKmPxtFDM
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groups other than The Venus Project [3].

Which brings me to the final point,the truth is we don’t need to go through all this crap.We don’t need to keep
coming up with new ways of spreading the message (because like the environmentalist movement the culture it
mainly operates in it has already saturated the internet)or do that all anymore because we have research
centres,we don’t have to make any more movies or books because there is already a wealth of work about
post-scarity societies from Star Trek TNG [4] and Voyager series (every episode available on YouTube for
FREE),hints in Douglas Adams [5,6] work and dealt with by virtually every science fiction author from the 60s
and 70s.Even I thought up of this without ever hearing about the Technocrats and Jacques or anything to do
with The Venus Project which reiterates the point that trade marking is pointless. Furthermore we don’t have
to seek much outside donations as if every member were to donate $100(hardly breaking the bank here) they
would have more than $30 million to give existing research centres enough to get new automated technologies
etc a good start. This is more than enough to get things off the ground (or keep the “Feed Peter & Roxanne
fund“ going for very long time).More than likely Jacques figured once he left the Technocratic movement that
the idea of a society similar to his “RBE” would eventually come about naturally enough as society and
technology improved.After joining up with Roxanne and later Peter he would start all this little business with
ensuing legal wrangling bullshit to capitalise on this and invent some nonsense that it was not his idea(along
with a plethora of documentaries with people stroking his ego raw).Simply put you have three lump heads who
have no clue, they are talking purely for the sake of being credited with something that is not their idea. They
simply are more concerned now with their image and ego and preventing anything actually happening and
damaging any real legitimate attempts to bring this about if the concept becomes mainstream.

They are wasting peoples time and money by going from city regurgitating the same nonsense and poorly
researched materials and what they are doing is cruel  and irresponsible by manipulating those not given the
chance to develop their critical skills to boycott and protest( Protest what has managed to elude me) and begin
to slide down the slippery slope into fanaticism that led to the current state of groups such as PETA , another
group headed by self-appointed leaders and has gone to the extent of supporting and defending terrorism in the
form of the ALF.

Jacques , Peter and Roxanne have this nonsense that this is somehow related to the civil rights movement(just

http://web.archive.org/web/20110815012022/http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z9rLpHt3bL4
http://web.archive.org/web/20110815012022/http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pzqW0YaN2ho
http://web.archive.org/web/20110815012022/http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g5ITvG938Cs
http://web.archive.org/web/20110815012022/http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pOZWYDXaQLs
http://web.archive.org/web/20110815012022/http://anticultist.wordpress.com/2010/01/07/legal-contest-of-trademarking-resource-based-economy/
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like PETA) and are yet at the same time pissing on the graves of those who died to make genuine change(still
giving people the impression that there is some big bogey man out to get us – the fact that people are still
handing out the same shitty first movie strengthens this).The fact that these are same views shared by many of
the remaining scientists left in that faux movement and they are not wanting to listen to any of these “dissenting
views” clearly shows where they are going by removing the very people who are actually needed. Without
stopping this nonsense mark my word it ends up the same as every other “movement” seen so far: Celebrities
and politicians joining and donating just to improve their image but again not doing anything at all , complete
saturation of the media and it coming up in practically every Disney and Pixar movie .

In order for the implantation of an RBE to be successful or the concept goes mainstream the following must
occur:

1)They have to accept the fact that they were never elected into place.Its practically impossible for the entire
“movement” to progress with them doing annual promotional work and making all the decisions(it’s also
unfair)

2)They have to hold back the advertising campaign completely,as stated earlier if every member donated a
mere $100.00 we could get serious funding for existing research centres.Again people hate having rhetoric
shoved down their throat without evidence.

3)Any of the proposed cities are not necessary for now at all and both the film and theme park are totally
unnecessary

Jacque says never give anyone the right to their own opinion and isn’t in any way exempt from this he should
simply say “I don’t know” instead of spouting the rubbish he does (since if people want to get the same
information they just have to watch the same lectures, and what the hell does he know ?) the fact that he has
no credentials or respect for the scientific and academic peer review process(along with the other two) means
that they simply don’t have the right to do what they are doing, and also why moderates and the majority of
people in the world will easily see through them once given the chance(you can replace tyranny with another
form of tyranny and called it democracy but it’s still tyranny).The three of them preach about the fact that
politicians and corporations would be the first in line to prevent this from coming to fruition but the fact is they

http://web.archive.org/web/20110815012022/http://www.ustream.tv/recorded/5423725
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are the only ones that are stifling progress. This is the real tragedy of it all: the very concept that they say
could very well save humanity for the time being is getting dragged through mire for the sake of the ego’s of
three very irresponsible and selfish people. Same shit, different name

References:

1. http://www.facebook.com/topic.php?uid=55303891744&topic=13177 – Look at my group that i
posted in the first post in this forum, it deals with exactly the same issues as the zeitgeist yet that first
impression is effective in aquiring people. They go in with a more open and curious mind…not a
critical mind!

2. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rLCKmPxtFDM – unable to answer basic questions

3. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z9rLpHt3bL4 – part one of that particular interview where it is
stated.Also unable to answer basic questions again and trying to look smart by talking in
metaphorical science majiggy language they also made up.

4. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pzqW0YaN2ho – Examples of a resource based economy in star
trek(mistaken for communism in this video).You can as said earlier watch any episode on YouTube

5. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g5ITvG938Cs – Episode 2 of Hitchhikers Guide to the
Galaxy(to be honest most of the stuff coming out the three muppets mouth during the entirety of Z-
Day 2010 is equivalent to everything from 3:30 on that video.

6. http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pOZWYDXaQLs – Episode 2 of Hitchhikers Guide to the
Galaxy.Another but less relevant reference in the series
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24 Responses to “All this has happened before”

1. Thanks for the post Shane. It’s good to have someone else around who can see it for what it is.

 michi said this on March 22, 2010 at 1:48 am | Reply

2. Thanks for the post Shane.

An interesting and fun read, I am glad you bothered to make this for the blog its a good addition to the exisiting posts we have made here, and I
think its also a relief to see that other people have observed the ridiculous nature of their movement.

 anticultist said this on March 22, 2010 at 12:31 pm | Reply

3. Yeah thanks I know there is a few spelling/grammer mistakes here and there but i was in the middle of alot project work for college.For the

same reason I was unable to to get to Z-Day and find any of the remaining less fanatical types and fellow scientists to at least give them the
other side of the story(or at least directing their energies towards more constructive action).Jacque,Roxanne and Peter should be in Dublin

during August for more of their Vogon poetry so I might be able to prevent any well meaning people making a mistake of funding these
freeloaders.

 Shane Nolan said this on March 23, 2010 at 7:08 pm | Reply
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hahaha I chuckled at those hitch hikers clips, the poetry and the videoing themselves and making their own money out of leaves etc…

People seem to like this post, its been linked on the zeitgeist facebook as well, and all the ‘dissenters’ dig it.

 anticultist said this on March 23, 2010 at 7:30 pm | Reply

4. Hey anticultist I see you’ve had your first run in with a zeitgeister from the Emerald Isle(Xtylish) courtesy of my flirtations on my native

forum.For any one from there(or indeed any where else)just stumbling from there to this article excuse my langauge on this post above(and bad
grammar) just keep in mind I was inbetween three major projects for college and so my adrenaline was constantly upped on the ante during

writing it so.

 Shane Nolan said this on April 28, 2010 at 10:54 pm | Reply

Ah hes a fellow Irish man, oh well I will give him some slack because he lives on the same island as you and Azzy, but just this once.

 anticultist said this on April 28, 2010 at 10:58 pm | Reply

5. This is the real tragedy of it all: the very concept that they say could very well save humanity for the time being is getting dragged through mire
for the sake of the ego’s of three very irresponsible and selfish people. Same shit, different name

————
yes, well, lets get to work then and make tvp obsolete the old fashioned way.

:)

 prometheuspan said this on April 29, 2010 at 3:11 am | Reply

6. That quote from the former President of GreenPeace is quite revealing.

Hmmm…

Pretty much everything said here is what I’m thinking now.

Great read BTW, I had the same romanticism with them being equal to the Civil Rights Movement after watching Zeitgeist: Addendum and
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seeing the MLK quote on their website (which is not there anymore) which has been used before by other organizations:

http://www.thezeitgeistmovement.com/joomla/index.php?option=com_kunena&Itemid=99999&func=view&catid=231&id=242914#242945

From Shane:

“Without stopping this nonsense mark my word it ends up the same as every other “movement” seen so far: Celebrities and

politicians joining and donating just to improve their image but again not doing anything at all, complete saturation of the media and
it coming up in practically every Disney and Pixar movie.”

Politician: VTV (check)
Actress: TVPChallenge (check)

It’s funny that you say that because I noticed that TVP chick works or worked for NBC and comes out of nowhere as pro-TVP. You just

can’t make this stuff up:

Sources:

http://www.imdb.com/name/nm3281001
vimeo.com/user3047967

anewworldsociety.ning.com/profile/BrandyHume

twitter.com/TVPchallenge
http://www.proscoutblog.com/our-new-discoveries-here-and-there

http://www.facebook.com/TVPchallenge
http://www.blogtalkradio.com/v-radio/2010/03/16/the-venus-project-challenge-brandy-hume-interview

Then Peter Joseph makes this comment about if the Zeitgeist Movement was to be on NBC:

http://www.thezeitgeistmovement.com/joomla/index.php?option=com_kunena&Itemid=99999&func=view&catid=9&id=250977#250993

From Peter Joseph:

“The films were an “inspiration” for TZM – not necessarily defining of it. I know it sounds like an absurd formality, but when one
of us is on NBC and the reporter says ‘so- your movement is based on those joseph films, right?’ We say:

‘No, the films were a inspiration- the Movement is its own entity.’ “

And to add icing on the cake, I find it funny that there is or was a program on NBC called ZEITGEIST:
http://www.msnbc.msn.com/id/26852192
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Forgive me, I’m off and on with TV personally.

I guess that goes back to the art of advertising:
http://anticultist.wordpress.com/2010/01/05/the-art-of-advertising-within-the-zeitgeist-movement

But I will admit, before Zeitgeist: Addendum, I wasn’t aware of an RBE at all and didn’t learn about people who talked about post-scarcity
before, but looking at history and seeing where all this is coming from has become obvious and I understand the title of this blog. Reading this

makes me want to go back to college.

Again, thanks for sharing Shane.

 BranManFloMore said this on May 5, 2010 at 4:52 pm | Reply

7. to be perfectly blunt, nothing that TVP has to offer is anything more than at best the sum of Civil Engineering + Sociology + Energy Science
applied to economics.

This isn’t new, and its not revolutionary. They don’t have one single good idea that ten other people didn’t think of first.

The only difference is that they are willing to appropriate and lie more than the average movement and have no qualms about pretending to

know things that they don’t.

This brings us to the other side. While they repeat a lot of good ideas, they also repeat as many garbage ones, and Jaques for being a French
guy seems to have stolen all of the main cultist axioms from Armageddon Theology.

There is nothing new about TVP, all they have done is bring a large collection of cutting edge ideas in to one place and then
make believe that they are the only ones to ever think of them.

Meanwhile, I actually do have original thoughts, and for this reason its important to ban me immediately.

 prometheuspan said this on May 6, 2010 at 3:04 am | Reply

8. hello i totally agree with you for the most part. im also a zm member but im troubled with all the things they don’t address. we should start our

own movement shit, lol. no really though.
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 alicia said this on July 5, 2010 at 5:04 pm | Reply

Why not register to vote instead? You can actually make a difference that way.

 NWO Agent said this on July 8, 2010 at 1:47 am | Reply

Yes try and get your local government to set up hydroponic farming on either a comunity/commercial scale or set up grants for people in

your locale to set up their own means of becoming self sufficient with other technologies like I have been researching here:
http://www.rbefoundation.com/grouptopic.php?f=390&t=1735&hilit=food+biochemistry

 Shane Nolan said this on July 11, 2010 at 4:56 pm | Reply

It isn’t hard to run for local office. There are tons of spots that are uncontested because there are never any opponents. That’s

how you bring about the sort of change you’re wanting.

 NWO Agent said this on July 12, 2010 at 4:26 pm

9. i don’t know about starting a new movement, however, i am increasingly feeling like thats the only good way out of this.

I’d like to heal the assorted splinter groups together, but that seems unlikely.

I don’t want to go egotist, but it increasingly seems the only way to get anything done.

And then I’d need people to do things i can’t do like techie stuff.

This leads me back to RBEF, which is the most on the ball of the splinter groups.

It also brings up face to face to peer at the core problems and issues which none of these groups or any humans anywhere seem to be able to
solve, which is generating a viable and lucid metaprocess.

I’m burned out. Way out. Way burned. Everything has been flipped around upside down.

In a sane world TZM would be using me to draft and I’d have the full attention and energy of hundreds of folks.
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A more sane RBEF would actually read and respond to my posts rather than more or less allow me to operate as an internal splinter group.

Today I found that my website for the duration of the election- mytalktoday.com has been taken down- so much for all the fun i was going to

have with i-told-you-sos in 2012.

Lately i find that my best friend is autocad. It doesn’t argue with me or make demands that i figure out how to compensate for its insanity or

stupidity or greed or fear. I draw, it looks good, i feel good. But nobody but me gets to really appreciate it.

Rambling on, I know, but how would we start a new group and make it work? from here?

 prometheuspan said this on July 13, 2010 at 5:07 am | Reply

I know how you feel p man at this point As I said befor over at RBEF the one thing we could use is people from existing NPOs etc. to

join our ranks .Not only do they know the ropes and how to get things organised they already have the commitment to doing the

volunteer work needed without any excuses(ideal since the idea of an RBE would fit nicely into the their goals) and more importantly
teach us a thing or two with regards to how to get things done.That was the problem with TVP/TZM and now RBEF,which is a shame

now because now I actually have the lucidity and free time to get some work done in an area I might have some use in that isnt garbage –
not great but not garbage either.To be honest p man with regards to starting up a new movement I really dont know if that would

work.Ughh maybe Im just frustrated too or just rambling nonsensically on from a hard day working at college for the summer.

 Shane Nolan said this on July 13, 2010 at 6:08 pm | Reply

You’re nutty as a fruitcake.

 NWO Agent said this on July 14, 2010 at 9:51 pm | Reply

Uggh.Im starting to realise something.Maybe working with like minded local governments as well as with NPOs/NGOs etc on a global
scale really is the only solution .

“It isn’t hard to run for local office. There are tons of spots that are uncontested because there are never any opponents.

That’s how you bring about the sort of change you’re wanting.”

Youre right.You are so very right.At this point it seems the only way possible.At least then you dont get caught up in the whole woo that

TZM/TVP,RBOSE and then RBEF got caught up.Maybe this whole thing of changing the world for the better needs unsung heroes
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working in the background.Maybe we need to rethink our whole strategy here with regards to an RBE.Work closely with local

governments and the other groups as I stated before informing them of our goals and research and implementing an RBE through them(in
particular green tech).Perhaps thats the problem: groups that say they are going to change the world through a revolution usually end up

dying out,fasding into obscurity and becoming the butt end of jokes and pop culture a victim of their own ego and desire for
recognition.Perhaps the less mainstream society knows about this the better.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_revolution#Post_World_War_Two

An RBE is going to happen anyways perhaps its best we just work with research centres,thorough politics etc for a silent revolution.

“You’re nutty as a fruitcake.”

Perhaps I am or perhaps I just need some sleep.

 Shane Nolan said this on July 17, 2010 at 10:53 pm | Reply

10. shane, i am holding out a hope that RBEF can pull it together.

Otherwise, I do have my own whole wiki and face book, and the more i think about it the more i can prolly do a lot more than I have so far.

This whole thing has put me face up against the whole problem in some new ways and this has got me to thinking in new directions,

and also i find myself letting go of the idea of trying to work within a group to start as much.

Increasingly, my own competence outweighs any other concern about such groups and I realize that as much as I would like to find a group

worthy of my participation and on track- there isn’t one.

And damnit. Humanity needs one. At least one. One honest to goodness not sheeplized, not evil, not doublethought, not stupid, not
dumbledowned, not lazy, not distracted, not befuddled lucid problem solving progressive scientific organization for positive social evolution.

Its not that I want to be different or better than other such movements. I wish to god that there were movements i could join. But there aren’t.
One way or another they are all a waste of time and energy and that in and of itself is humanities number one tragedy. If real change is going to

come, what quarter can it come from?

I realize more and more every day that i have a profound and unique responsibility. The question becomes how to pull that off,
without egotism, and how to hand it off to humanity considering that it would appear that being the start up dictator is more or less required.

If anybody has any leads on organizations i wouldn’t have to sell my soul to or doublethink my way through believing could actually have an
impact… I’m all ears.
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Otherwise, its looking to me like it starts with me.

 prometheuspan said this on July 19, 2010 at 3:47 pm | Reply

I see what you mean this whole new drama that is going on now at RBEF is disheartening.I agree trying to get people to do anything at all
there is a hurdle to say the least(perhaps TZMs passifying techniques to prevent real action worked too good).The PreResearch section

is a ghost town at this point even though it should be the one area that is bubbling with activity.I have a few ideas on getting new recruits

over there by weeding out the dilligent from the woo seekers by scouring the net outside of TZM but alas there doesnt seem to be much
point.If the basic structure of the whole group isnt going to set up by those with that responsibility then is there really any point for any of

us to be there?

Anyways Ill try to implement those ideas see if they work and maybe get more of the Brainstorming done.However if the fates have

written a different path then at least youll get a few more people to help you out if starting from scratch is the only option.

At this point I going to make some attempt to at least get my local government to set up some sort of a sustainable process for keeping
my locale green.It might not be world changing but its a start.

 Shane Nolan said this on July 21, 2010 at 9:36 pm | Reply

11. Well just checked out progress there…things seem to getting back on track.For a second there things were getting bleak

 Shane Nolan said this on July 22, 2010 at 10:48 am | Reply

12. i seem to have broken through with cosar. a light finally went on.

it would be nice to see you there on the rights and responsibilities thread.

actually, you 2 anticultist, this is what it really comes down to all of it.

http://www.rbefoundation.com/grouptopic.php?f=412&t=2355

TZM fails because they don’t demand responsibilities from the admins and don’t link rights to responsibilities.
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RBEF was looking like it was going to go that same route until i broke thru with cosar. Now lets just try to get this to carry over to DM and
Venux.

 prometheuspan said this on July 22, 2010 at 2:38 pm | Reply

No thanks i am not interested in joining any group any longer. I am happy roaming about doing my own thing over here and participating
in Conspracy Science threads.
Good luck over there doing what it is you all do, it is just not for me.

 anticultist said this on July 22, 2010 at 3:10 pm | Reply

13. [...] All this has happened before [...]

Zeitgeist Blogs: Zeitgeist is a Mind Heist « Zeitgeist Movement Exposed said this on November 10, 2010 at 9:10 pm | Reply

14. [...] All this has happened before [...]

Zeitgeist Blogs: Zeitgeist is a Mind Heist « Zeitgeist Movement Exposed said this on November 10, 2010 at 9:12 pm | Reply
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